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Abstract

Accurate chromosome segregation relies on activity

of the spindle assembly checkpoint, a surveillance

mechanism that prevents premature anaphase onset

until all chromosomes are properly attached to the

mitotic spindle apparatus and aligned at the meta-

phase plate. Defects in this mechanism contribute to

chromosome instability and aneuploidy, a hallmark

of malignant cells. Here, we review the molecular

mechanisms of activation and silencing of the

spindle assembly checkpoint and its relationship to

tumourigenesis.

Introduction

Mitosis is a complex and highly regulated event during

which eukaryotic somatic cells face the task of accurately

segregating sister-chromatids (replicated in S phase of the

cell cycle), to the two daughter cells. Failure in chromo-

some segregation may lead to loss or gain of one or more

chromosomes, a condition known as aneuploidy, a hall-

mark of malignant cells (1,2). Correct chromosome segre-

gation requires that each chromosome establishes bipolar

attachments, through its sister-kinetochores, to microtu-

bules emanating from opposite poles of the mitotic spin-

dle, and becomes aligned at the metaphase plate (3).

Given the stochastic and asynchronous nature of chromo-

some attachments to the spindle, chromosomes already

aligned at the metaphase plate must wait for still una-

ligned chromosomes before anaphase can be initiated.

Eukaryotic cells have evolved a ‘wait anaphase’ mecha-

nism, named spindle assembly checkpoint (SAC), that

inhibits metaphase to anaphase transition until the last

chromosome reaches the metaphase plate (4). This sophis-

ticated surveillance mechanism detects inappropriate

kinetochore-microtubule attachments during chromosome

congression from prometaphase to metaphase and delays

mitotic exit, allowing sufficient time for error correction

and chromosome bi-orientation. Inhibition exerted by the

SAC involves Mad (mitotic arrest deficient, Mad1 and

Mad2) and Bub (budding uninhibited by benzimidazole,

Bub1, Bub3 and BubR1 ⁄Mad3) proteins that prevent

Cdc20 protein from activating anaphase promoting com-

plex ⁄ cyclosome (APC ⁄C), an E3 ubiquitin ligase (5).

Activation of APC ⁄C is needed to target Securin and

Cyclin B for degradation by the 26S proteasome to pro-

mote anaphase onset and mitotic exit.

In this article, we review the spindle assembly check-

point mechanism, focusing on its role in kinetochore–

microtubule interactions, in higher eukaryotes. By

addressing this topic, we will emphasize aspects related to

kinetochore attachment, SAC activation, error correction

and SAC silencing. Furthermore, as defects in SAC mech-

anism are thought to contribute to chromosome instability,

current understanding of the relationship between SAC

and tumourigenesis is presented.

The ‘search and capture’ mechanism of
kinetochore attachment to spindle microtubules

After nuclear envelope breakdown, which marks transi-

tion from prophase to prometaphase, chromosomes are

released into the cytosol, and become accessible to micro-

tubules of the mitotic spindle. At this stage, microtubules

probe the cytoplasm, through episodes of lengthening and

shortening of their plus ends, to search and capture chro-

mosomes (6). Each chromosome has two sister-kinetoch-

ores, proteinaceous complexes assembled on centromeric

DNA on each sister-chromatid that serve as attachment

sites of chromosomes to spindle microtubules. Over the

past few years, functional and proteomic-based analysis of

the kinetochore-microtubule interface has increased our
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understanding of molecular mechanisms of chromosome

attachment to spindle and has shed light on kinetochore

bi-orientation (Fig. 1) (7).

Different studies have demonstrated that plus ends of

microtubules bind to kinetochores through the KMN pro-

tein network, a crucial constituent of the outer kinetocho-

re. This structural core of the kinetochore is composed of

KNL-1 protein (Blinkin ⁄Spc105 in human and budding

yeast, respectively) and the two subcomplexes Mis12,

composed of four proteins Mis12 ⁄Nnf1 ⁄Nsl1 ⁄Dsn1, and

Ndc80, containing four proteins Ndc80 (Hec1 in mam-

mals) ⁄Nuf2 ⁄Spc24 ⁄Spc25 (Fig. 1) (7). Removal of any of

the components of the KMN network leads to disruption

of binding scaffolds for microtubules at outer kinetochore

plates (8,9).

Initial capture results in binding of one kinetochore to

the lateral surface of a microtubule, followed by rapid

poleward movements of attached chromosomes along

microtubules (Fig. 2).These movements are probably

powered by the motor activity of cytoplasmic dynein

(10–14), recruited to kinetochores by RZZ complex

[composed of Rough-deal (ROD), Zeste-white 10

(ZW10), and Zwilch] via Spindly (SPDL-1 in Caenor-

habditis elegans) (15–20). High density of microtubules

near spindle poles contribute to conversion of the lateral

attachments to ‘end-on’ attachments (Fig. 2). In C. ele-

gans, RZZ complex and Spindly ⁄SPDL-1 have been

reported to be required for this conversion (18). Further-

more, a complex of three proteins, Ska1, Ska2 and Ska3,

have also been shown to be involved in stable end-on ki-

netochore-microtubule attachments, in vertebrate cells

(21–23). Due to polar ejection forces, the now mono-

attached chromosome is forced to move towards the spin-

dle equator (a process known as chromosome congres-

sion), with the unattached sister-kinetochore facing

microtubules from the opposing pole, resulting in its end-

on attachment (Fig. 2) (24). Besides this mechanism, in

metazoan cells, mono-oriented chromosomes can be trans-

ported towards the spindle equator by gliding alongside

microtubules attached to other already bi-oriented chro-

mosomes, driven by kinetochore-bound CENP-E, a plus

end-directed microtubule motor of the kinesin-7 family

(25). Chromosomes are aligned at the metaphase plate

once they become bi-oriented, a condition known as
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Figure 1. Overview of protein complexes that build the kinetochore in animal cells. The kinetochore is built on the centromere as a trilaminar pro-

tein-rich structure: the inner kinetochore, the outer kinetochore and the fibrous corona. Proteins that compose each kinetochore layer are grouped by

function (APC ⁄C, anaphase promoting complex ⁄ cyclosome; Bub1BubR1-Bub3, budding uninhibited by benzimidazole; Cdc20, cell division cycle 20;

CENP, centromere protein; CLASP, CLIP-associating protein; CLIP170, cytoplasmic linker protein-170; CPC, chromosome passenger complex; EB1,

end-binding protein-1; INCENP, inner centromere protein; kMTs, kinetochore microtubules; LIS1, lissencephaly-1; Mad1-Mad2, mitotic-arrest defi-

cient; MCAK, mitotic centromere-associated kinesin; MPS1, multipolar spindle-1; MT, microtubules; NPC, nuclear pore complex; PLK1, polo-like

kinase-1; RanBP2, Ran-binding protein 2; RanGAP, Ran-GTPase-activating protein; RZZ, Rod (rough deal); SAC, spindle assembly checkpoint; Ska1–

3, spindle and kinetochore-associated proteins; Zw10, zeste white 10-Zwilch complex; Zwint, Zw10 interactor. For details of dynamic localization of

kinetochore proteins, see references (4,92).
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amphitelic attachment, with full microtubule occupancy

(Fig. 2).

Correcting kinetochore-microtubule mis-
attachments

It is known that the amphitelic attachment, achieved when

sister kinetochores are attached to opposite poles of the

spindle, is the only geometry that ensures accurate segre-

gation of sister-chromatids to daughter cells, at anaphase.

However, due to the stochastic nature of the widely

accepted ‘search and capture’ mechanism, to chromosome

position within the cell and geometry of their sister-kinet-

ochores relative to microtubules at the onset of prometa-

phase, other connections can occur and compromise

correct segregation of chromosomes. There are three pos-

sibilities for kinetochore-microtubule mis-attachment: mo-

notelic, syntelic and merotelic abberations (Fig. 3) (3,26).

Monotelic kinetochore attachment occurs when one

sister-kinetochore is unattached, while the other is attached

to microtubules from just one pole. This is common in

early mitosis and it is a normal condition at the very begin-

ning of prometaphase (Fig. 3). Syntelic attachment is

observed, although rarely, when the two sister kinetoch-

ores are bound to microtubules from the same spindle pole.

Both monotelic and syntelic attachments activate the SAC,

due to reduced tension at sister-kinetochores, and are gen-

erally corrected and converted into amphitelic configura-

tions. Merotelic attachments occur when one sister

kinetochore binds to microtubules from both poles, fre-

quently in early prometaphase. These attachments do not

interfere with chromosome alignment during prometa-

phase and are not always detected by the SAC. Neverthe-

less they cause chromosome mis-segregation rarely, as

they are usually corrected by an Aurora B-dependent

mechanism, before anaphase onset (3,26,27).

How are mis-attachments distinguished from amphit-

elic attachments and corrected? Appropriate tension

across sister kinetochores contributes to detection and cor-

rection of merotelic and syntelic attachment errors. Sister

kinetochores in amphitelic attachments are under tension,

which results from pulling forces of spindle microtubules

in opposite directions. Pioneering micromanipulation

experiments from Nicklas and co-workers has suggested

that mechanical tension at kinetochores increases occu-

pancy of microtubule attachment sites, which contributes

to stabilizing kinetochore to microtubule attachments

(28,29). It is widely accepted that tension is the signal that

distinguishes different attachment states of sister kinetoch-

ores and that Aurora B kinase (mammalian homologue of

budding yeast Ipl1 kinase), acts as tension sensor to

correct mis-attachments by destabilizing them (27,30).

Aurora B localizes to inner centromeres and regulates

(a) (b) (c) (d)

Figure 2. Chromosome bi-orientation during prometaphase. When the nuclear envelope breaks down, the kinetochore is captured by lateral sur-

faces of microtubules emanating from a spindle pole (a), resulting in its transport towards that pole (arrow). High density of microtubules near the pole

contributes to maturation of the lateral attachment to end-on attachment, with the kinetochore tethered at the plus end of the microtubules (b). Polar ejec-

tion forces and ⁄ or gliding alongside microtubules attached to other already bi-orientated chromosomes (not depicted in the figure) drive the mono-orien-

tated chromosome towards the metaphase plate (c), leading to its bi-orientation (d). Attachment errors depicted in Fig. 3 can happen and are detected

and corrected to bi-oriented attachments.

(a)

(b)

(d)

(c)

Figure 3. Bi-orientation and kinetochore attachment errors. (a) In

amphitelic attachment, sister kinetochores are correctly attached to

microtubules emanating from opposite poles of the spindle, leading to

chromosome bi-orientation. (b) In monotelic attachment, the chromo-

some is mono-oriented as one kinetochore is attached to the microtubules

from one spindle pole, while its sister is unattached. (c) In syntelic attach-

ment, the chromosome is mono-oriented but, in this case, both sister

kinetochores are attached to microtubules from the same spindle pole.

(d) In merotelic attachment, one sister kinetochore is attached to microtu-

bules from both spindle poles, the chromosome is improperly bi-oriented

and, if left uncorrected, can produce an anaphase lagging chromosome.
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interactions between kinetochores and microtubules

through phosphorylation of Ndc80 complex and MCAK

(mitotic centromere-associated kinesin) a member of the

kinesin-13 family of microtubule depolymerases (31).

A spatial separation model has been proposed that might

explain how tension mediates correction of mis-attach-

ments by Aurora B kinase (32). Low tension at syntelical-

ly attached kinetochores and unbalanced tension resulting

from merotelic orientation would locate kinetochores

close to a peak of Aurora B kinase activity in the inner

centromere, which releases microtubules as a consequence

of Ndc80 and MCAK phosphorylation. Phosphorylation

of Ndc80 complex weakens its affinity to microtubules,

while phosphorylated MCAK catalyses depolymerization

at ends of microtubules (33,34). Selective destabilization

of incorrect chromosome attachments provides a further

opportunity for the chromosome to bi-orientate. Bi-orien-

tation increases distance between kinetochores and the

inner centromere, due to forces exerted by spindle micro-

tubules in opposite directions. As a consequence, Aurora

B becomes spatially separated from its substrates and

attachments are stabilized. In this spatial separation

model, a constitutively active phosphatase, such as PP1

(protein phosphatase 1) in budding yeast and PP1c and

PP2A in vertebrates, dephosphorylates Aurora B sub-

strates allowing for rapid re-attachment (30). Other mod-

els are possible for mechanisms by which Aurora B

regulates kinetochore-microtubule attachments, stressing

the need to clarify the molecular nature of processes

through which inappropriate attachments can be detected

and corrected (27,30).

The spindle assembly checkpoint

The spindle assembly checkpoint is a constitutive surveil-

lance mechanism in eukaryotic dividing cells that is extre-

mely sensitive to defects in kinetochore attachment.

It prevents chromosome mis-segregation by delaying

metaphase to anaphase transition until all chromosomes

are correctly connected to spindle microtubules, bi-orien-

tated and aligned at the metaphase plate (4). The SAC

consists of a signalling cascade that represents primary

cell-cycle control mechanisms in mitosis and is activated

immediately after entrance into mitosis (or meiosis), every

cell cycle. Accurate activity of this checkpoint mechanism

is crucial for equal segregation of the genetic material into

the two daughter cells and thus, for effective reduction of

error rate during cell division. Failure in SAC function has

been suggested as a possible cause of aneuploidy in sev-

eral tumour types (35,36). Moreover, SAC contributes to

temporal organization of the cell cycle, since the cell only

progresses to the next phase when SAC’s requirements

are satisfied. SAC molecular pathway involves detection

of attachment errors and generation of the signal that

inhibits mitotic progression, error correction and SAC

silencing (see below).

Controversy around the signal detected by SAC

Chromosome mis-attachment defects that trigger SAC

response are still a matter of debate (37,38). Two models

are currently proposed: (i) attachment model, which pro-

poses that SAC senses level of kinetochore occupancy by

microtubules; and (ii) tension model, which suggests that

SAC senses lack of tension across sister kinetochores.

Experimental data seem to support proponents of both

models. Tension artificially applied using a microneedle

on the last tensionless chromosome revealed anaphase

delay and induced completion of division, in praying man-

tid spermatocytes (39), thus arguing in favour of the ten-

sion hypothesis. Moreover, engineered budding yeast

cells with attached but tensionless kinetochores of unrepli-

cated mitotic chromatids were unable to satisfy SAC,

demonstrating that tension is required to turn off the

checkpoint (40). HeLa cells treated with low doses of vin-

blastine (a microtubule-depolymerizing drug, that reduces

tension across kinetochores without affecting microtubule

attachments), arrested in mitosis, indicating that microtu-

bule attachments were not sufficient to override the check-

point (41). On the other hand, laser ablation of the last

unattached kinetochore of a tensionless mono-oriented

chromosome caused PtK cells to enter anaphase, arguing

in favour of the attachment model (42). Furthermore,

Mad2 removed from kinetochores on attachment, a sign

of SAC inactivation, indicates that the checkpoint is

turned off by microtubule attachment and not by tension.

Individual analysis of each model is made difficult by

interdependency between attachment and tension. Indeed,

tension is needed to promote stable kinetochore-microtu-

bule attachments (29), while kinetochore occupancy by

microtubules provides necessary forces to generate ten-

sion across sister kinetochores (43). In this respect, a ‘par-

titioned checkpoint’ hypothesis has also been proposed. In

this model, the wait anaphase signal can be generated by

specific signalling molecules that differentially signal

absence of attachment or tension (38,44,45). Mad2 is

enriched at unattached kinetochores and could be, in asso-

ciation with its kinetochore partner Mad1, one of the sig-

nalling molecules of the kinetochore attachment state (45)

and state of interkinetochore tension can be monitored by

kinetochore localization of BubR1 and Bub1 together

with yet-unidentified kinetochore phosphoepitopes recog-

nized by 3F3 ⁄2 antibody (38,44).

Recent studies have reported that intrakinetochore

stretchs, rather than interkinetochore stretchs, are suffi-

cient to satisfy SAC, ‘introducing a new kind of tension to
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the debate’ (46). According to the intrakinetochore stretch

model, SAC satisfaction depends on molecular rearrange-

ments within the kinetochore structure, induced in part

by microtubule attachments and dynamics, and not on

tension across kinetochores (47).

One is tempted to suggest that the attachment versus

tension controversy is a false debate. Our group shares the

opinion of Khodjakov and Rieder that presence of free

kinetochores is the only signal that triggers SAC response

(48). Free kinetochores appear in early prometaphase or

can be created during correction of erroneous attachments.

For example, during syntelic attachment correction, one

kinetochore is disconnected from its associated microtu-

bules by Aurora B kinase activity, and is converted into a

free kinetochore, which prevents SAC release. Taken

together, there is no doubt that the controversial models

(described above) require presence of free kinetochores to

trigger SAC response and anaphase delay. Interestingly,

free kinetochores are rarely generated in merotelic

attachments during prometaphase, which is why these

erroneous attachments are not detected by SAC. In this

context, attachment and interkinetochore ⁄ intrakinetochore

stretches by themselves would not represent SAC triggers

but instead, would be part of the correction mechanism

and act to regulate physical contact between Aurora B and

its substrates, by modulating distance between inner and

outer kinetochore regions.

Molecular pathway of SAC and mechanism of
anaphase delay

Although not consensual, proteins involved in SAC

molecular pathways are often divided into two groups: (i)

proteins that form ‘bona fide SAC components’ these

include Bub1, BubR1, Bub3, Mad1, Mad2 and Mps1; and

(ii) proteins of the attachment, APC ⁄C regulatory, correc-

tion and SAC silencing machinery, with which true SAC

proteins must interact to monitor attachments and cell

cycle progression (7). The distinction between the two

groups has been elegantly expressed in a recent article

(48). In this section, we will focus on bona fide SAC pro-

teins, as proteins involved in attachment and cell cycle

progression are discussed throughout the text.

Bona fide SAC proteins, true SAC components, are

comprised of Mad1, Mad2, Mad3 (BubR1 in higher

eukaryotes), Bub1, Bub3 and Mps1, which have been ini-

tially identified in budding yeast (4,7). Homologues for

these proteins have also been identified in higher organ-

isms, including mammals. These proteins have been

shown to share a high degree of homology at both the

sequence and functional levels with their yeast counter-

parts, as functional disruption studies through dominant-

negative mutants, antibody injection or RNA interference,

completely compromised spindle checkpoint activity,

causing chromosome mis-segregation, aneuploidy and

escape from mitotic arrest in presence of microtubule

poisons such as nocodazole and taxol (49).

Whenever unattached kinetochores are present, Mad2,

Mad3 ⁄BubR1 and Bub3 proteins localize there to gener-

ate the mitotic checkpoint complex (MCC) (50), a ‘wait

anaphase’ signal that diffuses through the cytosol to inhi-

bit Cdc20, an activator of APC ⁄C (Fig. 4a) (5,51). This

keeps APC ⁄C (ubiquitin ligase that regulates many cell-

cycle processes) inhibited, preventing it from ubiquitinat-

ing Securin (Pds1 in budding yeast) and Cyclin B and

thus, from targeting them for destruction by the 26S pro-

teasome. By preventing Securin and Cyclin B degrada-

tion, sister-chromatid cohesion and the mitotic state are

maintained respectively. A ‘Mad2-template’ model has

been proposed as the mechanism by which cytosolic

inhibitory signals are propagated away from the kineto-

chore (Fig. 4b) (52). According to this model, Mad2 can

adopt either an open conformation (O-Mad2) or a closed

form (C-Mad2) (52–54). Constitutively C-Mad2 bound to

Mad1 serves as template or receptor at unattached kinet-

ochores for cytosolic O-Mad2 to switch this latter to

C-Mad2 bound to Cdc20 form. C-Mad2 ⁄Cdc20 complex

leaves kinetochores and acts as structural equivalent of

Mad1 ⁄Mad2 to convert more O-Mad2 into Cdc20 bound

C-Mad2 in the cytosol, resulting in signal amplification

(Fig. 4b) (52,55). This model starts to be initiated early as

nuclear envelope breakdown when level of MCC complex

is not yet sufficient to prevent anaphase. Once the last

chromosome becomes bi-oriented, ‘wait anaphase’ is no

longer produced and Cdc20 is released to trigger APC ⁄C

activation, which in turn ubiquitinates Securin and Cyclin

B, targeting them to degradation. Degradation of Securin,

an inhibitor of the protease Separase, leads to cohesin pro-

teolysis and sister-chromatid separation, whereas Cyclin

B degradation leads to inactivation of cyclin-dependent

kinase 1, which drives mitotic exit.

Protein phosphorylation and dephosphorylation prob-

ably have major roles in transduction and amplification of

SAC signals. In this respect, however, the exact role of

kinase activity of checkpoint proteins Bub1, BubR1 and

(to a lesser extent) Mps1, in SAC signalling, has long

been controversial. Contradictory results have been

reported concerning requirement of these checkpoint kin-

ases in SAC, probably due to variability between different

assays used to assess SAC response or inefficient deple-

tion of endogenous proteins (56,57). Bub1 has been

reported to phosphorylate Cdc20, inhibiting its ability to

activate APC ⁄C (58), suggesting a model in which Bub1

kinase contributes to amplify or strengthen SAC signals in

presence of few unattached kinetochores (59). Other stud-

ies have shown that Bub1 kinase activity is not sufficient
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for complete SAC function (60). Less certain is the contri-

bution of BubR1 kinase activity to SAC. It has been

reported that BubR1 kinase activity is activated by bind-

ing to CENP-E tail and inactivated upon CENP-E binding

to microtubules (61). Conflicting studies have reported

mixed results concerning whether BubR1 kinase activity

is required for efficient chromosome capture and congres-

sion (62–64). Requirement of Mps1 kinase activity is

essential for SAC activity, as its inhibition overrides SAC

(65,66). Mps1 kinase activity has also been shown to be

involved in error correction during chromosome bi-orien-

tation (67); moreover, Mps1 phosphorylates Borealin that

in turn directs activity of Aurora B (68), in agreement with

its role in regulating chromosome attachment and align-

ment. Phosphorylation of Mad1 has been reported to be

Mps1-dependent (69), but the role of Mad1 phosphoryla-

tion in SAC remains to be determined.

SAC silencing

SAC silencing implies preventing generation of the ‘wait

anaphase’ signal once correct chromosome attachment is

achieved. This presumes existence of a regulatory link

between chromosome bi-orientation and silencing mecha-

nisms. Several models of SAC silencing mechanism have

been proposed (70,71). The first model suggests that pro-

duction of MCC is halted by Dynein-dependent stripping

of SAC components from the attached kinetochore (72).

Upon kinetochore-microtubule attachment, the minus-end

directed motor Dynein actively transports SAC proteins

such as Mad2 and BubR1, along spindle microtubules,

away from attached kinetochores, towards spindle poles.

Consistent with this mechanism, cells arrest in mitosis

with high kinetochore-associated Mad2 levels following

depletion of Dynein-light intermediate chain 1 or after

microinjection of 70.1 anti-Dynein antibodies (72,73).

Another silencing mechanism is inhibition exerted by

p31comet protein on Mad2, preventing it from inhibiting

APC ⁄CCdc20 in mammalian cells (74,75). By binding

dimerization interface of Mad2, p31comet protein prevents

Mad2 activation and promotes dissociation of

Mad2 ⁄Cdc20 complex (75). Indeed, HeLa cells that

recover from SAC-dependent nocodazole-induced block

are delayed in mitosis under conditions of low p31comet

expression. Accordingly, over-expression of p31comet

abrogates SAC-dependent mitotic arrest in HeLa cells

treated with microtubule poisons (75). In addition, phos-

phorylation of Mad2 has been reported to inhibit its inter-

action with APC ⁄CCdc20 or Mad1, suggesting its

implication in SAC silencing (76). Although the regula-

tory mechanism whereby Mad2 becomes phosphorylated

and silences SAC upon kinetochore attachment, is still

unknown, it is possible that phosphorylated Mad2 facili-

tates its binding by p31comet and ⁄or makes it competent to

(a) (b)

C-M2

C-M2

O-M2

O-M2

O-M2

Cdc20

C-M2

Cdc20

C-M2

Cdc20

C-M2

O-M2

APC/C

Cyclin B

CDK1

BubR1

Bub3

Cdc20

C-M2

Securin

Separase

Figure 4. Model of spindle assembly checkpoint signalling. (a) Unattached kinetochore (K) serves as a platform for SAC proteins BubR1, Bub3, and

Mad2 to generate the mitotic checkpoint complex (50) that binds to Cdc20 preventing it from activating APC ⁄C, the E3 ubiquitin ligase that targets

Securin and Cyclin B for degradation by the 26S proteasome, thereby inhibiting anaphase onset. (b) According to the Mad2 template model, a constitu-

tively closed conformation of Mad2 (C-M2) bound to Mad1 serves as receptor at unattached kinetochore for cytosolic open form of Mad2 (O-M2) to

switch this latter to C-Mad2 bound to Cdc20. C-Mad2 ⁄Cdc20 complex acts as a structural equivalent of Mad1 ⁄Mad2 to convert more O-Mad2 into

Cdc20 bound C-Mad2 in the cytosol, leading to signal amplification (93,94).
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be transported by Dynein during kinetochore stripping.

Recently, an alternative silencing mechanism mediated by

kinetochore-associated protein phosphatase 1 (PP1) was

proposed in fission yeast (77). Independent of its direct

role in kinetochore-microtubule error correction, PP1 pro-

motes SAC silencing by reversing phosphorylation of

Aurora kinase substrates at kinetochores. Identity of these

substrates is unknown and it remains to be proven whether

mammalian PP1c isoform also operates in a similar silenc-

ing mechanism.

Elusive relationship between SAC and
tumourigenesis

The discovery of SAC and its relevance to genetic stabil-

ity, together with that many cancer cells exhibit weakened

SAC activity, had initially prompted many scientists to

search for mutations in SAC genes (in several tumours),

to establish a relationship between SAC and tumourigene-

sis and, eventually, to anticipate prevention, diagnosis and

cancer treatment (36). Although the first identification of

mutations in SAC genes BUB1 and BUB1B in human

colorectal cancer cell lines was encouraging (78), genetic

lesions on SAC components were revealed to be quite rare

in a large number of aneuploid cancers with weakened

SAC activity, suggesting that epigenetic alterations might

be responsible for SAC impairment (79). Many studies

have reported altered expression of SAC components in

various tumours. Moreover, mice with heterozygous SAC

genes, hence with low levels of SAC proteins, have weak-

ened SAC activity, exhibit high frequency of aneuploid

cells and develop tumours (80–82). Although mutations

or altered expression levels of SAC genes have been

reported in many aneuploid cancers, it remains to be eluci-

dated whether these alterations are directly responsible for

SAC weakening. It is likely that decreased levels of some

SAC components, known to have roles in chromosome

congression, may contribute to aneuploidy in cancer cells.

For instance, Bub1-, BubR1- or Bub3-depleted cells have

been reported to exhibit chromosome congression defects

(83–86).

While presence of compromised SAC and its contribu-

tion to aneuploidy in many tumours had gained wide-

spread acceptance, a number of studies have reported that

SAC is fully functional in most aneuploid cancer cells

(87,88). Aneuploid cell lines were shown to arrest in

response to microtubule damage for longer than non-trans-

formed cells and, interestingly, they only rarely entered

anaphase in presence of non-aligned chromosomes (88).

One possible explanation to this controversy is that SAC

status varies between cancer types depending on putative

underlying molecular alterations. For instance, different

expression profiles of SAC genes have been reported in

different cancer lines, with the same genes showing

increased expression in some cancers and decreased

expression in others. Moreover, efficient SAC activity is

based on equilibrium between its components and their

expression levels; thus, SAC status in a given tumour

would be influenced by extent to which this equilibrium is

affected by overall alterations in expression profiles of all

SAC genes in that tumour. Taken together, it appears that

SAC activity in aneuploid cancer cells is sufficient to pre-

vent premature anaphase under normal proliferative condi-

tions. However, its ability to sustain artificially prolonged

arrest, such as the one imposed by microtubule poisons,

would depend on the nature of molecular alterations in

SAC components or in components of other mechanisms

that allow premature satisfaction of SAC, such as those

responsible for microtubule dynamics or for correcting

chromosome attachment errors.

Independent of the controversy around SAC status in

cancer cells and its role in occurrence of chromosome

instability and tumourigenesis, there is no doubt that com-

plete SAC inactivation is lethal to cells, due to massive

chromosome mis-segregation (89,90). As SAC is only

required during mitosis, its targeting obviously represents

a promising therapeutic strategy to selectively kill divid-

ing cells, which could circumvent resistance to or side

effects of anti-cancer agents currently in use, such as those

that target microtubules. In this respect, SAC components

with no functional roles outside mitosis constitute suitable

targets (91).

Conclusion

In the present review, we have summarized our current

knowledge on chromosome attachment to spindle micro-

tubules, attachment error detection and correction, and

SAC activation and silencing. Significant progress has

been made concerning relationships between SAC and

kinetochore-microtubule attachment interface, contribut-

ing to our understanding of how kinetochore attachment

to spindle microtubules is linked to SAC activation and

silencing, both at dynamic and at molecular levels. How-

ever, many gaps between attachment state, activation of

SAC and its silencing, still need to be filled. For instance,

how is presence of unattached kinetochores signalled to

SAC to generate the MCC inhibitory complex? Some

bona fide SAC proteins were themselves implicated in

kinetochore-to-microtuble attachment (84); how is this

function integrated in our current understanding of SAC

activation and silencing? How is the state of chromosome

bi-orientation signalled to Dynein to proceed to SAC

protein stripping? What are the substrates of checkpoint

protein kinases and phosphatases, and how does the

phosphorylated state of theses substrates modulate SAC
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activity? Are unattached kinetochores required to regulate

p31comet activity? Different silencing mechanisms were

proposed; do they constitute parallel networks or are they

branches of a common pathway? Answers to these ques-

tions will significantly advance our understanding of SAC

signalling. Finally, understanding how abnormalities in

SAC function are linked to the process of tumourigenesis

will provide important clues to promising therapeutic

strategies that target SAC to kill cancer cells.
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